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O

He wants to root himself  in my earth.

His root is pale, opaque,
the blind searching for the invisible
and for the nourishment of  years
of  death, decay;
searching through all my years, my earth,
their earth, their ashes, all their dust.
It seeks the water sprung
limed and rock-fi ltered from the core,
my core, the core of  me.
We are indivisible, by his wish,
as air from the earth it smothers,
water from the earth it drowns.
We are one and together, we are one
in two, we are organic, we eat
each other.
Day, night passes, we grow into
pieces of  ourselves, falling off 
ourselves, our skin sheds, it is all
our earth, his earth, mine.

He wants to root himself  in my earth.

His tongue is his eyes is his hand
and white in the way of  paper,
still seeking, always, a fl ick
(err) of  life in the woods, in the dark,
like a match lit and extinguished,
like the yurl of  the fox
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hunting and hiding.
I am post. I stand for
piss and acid air and knives
to scrawl over me. He wants
part of  it, the fl esh part,
the cut earth where
there is standing water,
the third part of  it. He is opposite
in sense and physicality, and
in constellations. We look down,
his root is watching and it knows
it needs earth. Any earth. Warm
earth. My earth. My earth is
his dust.

He wants to root himself  in my earth.

It continues. Pale and agape
mouth dry under our silence
and the watch of  the owl who
mutters. The water is black
and bitter and grains fl oat in it like
clots of  mud, or blood, black and
sweet to swallow. The root has to hide.
It scours and ploughs a furrow in my skin,
my fur, as if  it should have fur.
It has none. It has nothing but blood,
its face is blooded. At night I hear
the suckling cubs and the beak of  the owl
tearing blood out of  fl esh and swallowing
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bones like white splinters of  wood.
It all passes through me
as earth through a worm, waste,
gestated and now fertile, now slick
with swallowed water.
What comes out of  us is excrement
with a wet skin of  skin, it is now earth,
it is ashes with the fi re still inside,
white, it is the dust that circles
in the circling air, uplifted 
into air, air to catch our eyes.

He has rooted himself  in my earth.

(It is over. I faked it. The skin
the death
the water
it runs in, fi lls the hollow of  me, runs away.)

There is no air.
Ashes are grey and among them are
broken things.
Earth is a circle
hollow and solid.
The owl dies too
the fox makes milk
white turns to black
with the small and sudden coming
of  ink.
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Air can turn to song
when he is inside

we grow
vines 
in one another’s hair.
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ZEROED

I cannot quite believe it. Have just realised
the implication of  your asserted statistics
and that they render me one unmatched half
for the rest of  my living life.
Alone in a ball of  utter squillions –
folk and molecules and pieces of  air –
I will soon fi nd a new inability to breathe
a sweet habit of  looking at my toes
and a total corporeal dryness 
that will never be dampened out.

You have are not divine but have divined
the road of  my future,
the bend of  its curve,
the up and away of  my fi nal fall.
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CEREMONIAL

We begin at eight p.m., precisely, because between then
and quarter past we expect the small off ering 
from (always) a woman, wearing white or wearing blue
with (we know it, always) red inside, pushing her wood
on silver wheels before her with, perhaps, a shawl, wool,
over what she wears. We seat ourselves upon the fl oor
(no chairs but his) chewing cake we brought, which was
refused, our elbows on our knees, and after her the door
remains closed. The music is already playing, just loud
enough to hear cadence though not words, the way (he says)
he likes it. Then he comes. He wears a nightgown, dark
though not quite black, and brings a bell. The threads 
of  his hair shake as he nods and he says, ‘You know,
my best years by far were playing under Louis XVI,’

and we agree. Then he reties his waist so tight it is beyond
accommodating the inhalation of  air, surely, and asks,
‘Have we had suffi  cient?’ Throws his crown behind him,
opens up himself  so we can see the purple of  his mouth,
his throat, and swallows. Mother reaches to his cheek 
and smiles; he rings at her, shows his teeth and turns.

I clear the plates and check for crumbs. He does not appreciate
remains, and has not eaten since a slice of  seeded cake, which 
left atoms of  itself  between the clean ridges of  his gums. It had 
not actually been brought for him, and on that nightwe had 
already wrapped the knives, and left.
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MS SPRING

. . . your face looks fi ne.”

(and amazing 
considering you’ve fed it for fi fty-two years
on unfi ne white wine 
so
I guess it must be genetic 
and how greedily I want it

looking too long at your
(descended from Hungarian aristocracy)
silken nose
(maintaining their right to
anti-semitism)

wanting to touch it
wishing I had the blood
to take my drink)
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PRECIOUS

Dressing yourself, you have found leopard-print tights
can be made to match a tiger-print top and ruby slippers,
absolutely fl at; that you like yourself  in denim only if
it has spurious stitching on the sleeves and something odd
about the collar, preferably something neon pink; that
you prefer to buy rings, laces and chains yourself, others
tending to base their choice on numbers of  digits, price.
Down the road is your boyfriend, not three hundred yards.
You know that if  you leave at 3 the navvies on the tarmac
will be packing up and looking for something live; that
if  you wait until 5 all the sad fathers of  all the angry kids
will be bringing out the dead – racks of  lamb, chickens
separated from their feet – and looking for something,
anything with warm blood; that if  you leave at 8
the car headlights coming on will shine right through you,
making your legs appear white, your shoulders wide, 
your hair a buzzing halo of  red – scarlet, actually, because
such a colour can be made to work, any time, any place,
in the right hands – and the drivers, all of  them as if
processing, looking. So: some choices. It’s a short walk
but you have all sorts of  jewels to hang from yourself
and you do it slow without stupid, almost a dance.
It’s only when you get to his house that his door opens
and the dark hurries in behind you, before you’ve even
seen it. Something he once told you: that a survey of
700,000 plus proved the no.1 point of  male aff ection is
for the waist-hip ratio. That, he said, is science.
Just in case, you wear a plastic belt, though because you
prefer the theory of  colours, display, you wear it amber,
because amber means Stop – No, Get Ready To Go.


